
C# Multithreading

Mutlithreading can be used to take advantage of the processing power you have with the CPU. Nowadays, most
of the processes used in computers are multicore. Therefore they can support multiple processes at a time.

We have hardware powerful enough to compute multiple threads simultaneously. Do we have software that can
process simultaneously? We can write one using C#.

Every C# application has a thread called Main thread which is responsible for the sequential flow of program.
And multiple threads can be started from Main thread using System.Threading namespace.

When should Multithreading be considered?

Not every application needs multithreading. But you should know when to use multithreading to make your
application faster. Let us dive into some of the use-cases where multithreading can be used.

Consider that you need to download all the wiki pages. For downloading each page, your program may need to
do some HTTP requests and wait for the response. The network may take significant amount of time to save the
page and continue with the next page. During the network latency, our thread will have to wait. But, what if we
start about 10 threads that run simultaneously to download the pages. While one therad is waiting for the
network response, other threads can request for other pages. Thus making the total program execution cut
down to nearly 10%. Pretty amazing with the performance, right!

Now, this idea can be extended to operations that include database operations, file operations, or any methods
that take significant amount of time and make the thread idle waiting for the result from other resources.

Define Thread in C#

To define a thread in C#, use the namespace System.Threading . From the namespace, use Thread
class to declare a new Thread.

We have defined a thread named thread1  that can execute someMethod  simultaneously with other
thread(s) if any.

C# Multithreading – Examples

Thread thread1 = new Thread(someMethod);
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thread(s) if any.

Start Thread in C#

To start a thread, you can call Start()  method on the thread reference

Example – C# Multithreading

In the following example, we have two methods named method1  and method2 . Let us define two threads:
one Thread with method1  and the other thread with method2 . Then, we start these two threads and
observe the output.

Program.cs

Output

thread1.Start();

using System;
using System.Threading;
 
namespace CSharpExamples {
 
    class Program {
 
        public static void method1() {
            for(int i=0;i<10;i++) {
                Console.WriteLine("method1");
            }
        }
 
        public static void method2() {
            for(int i=0;i<10;i++) {
                Console.WriteLine("method2");
            }
        }
 
        static void Main(string[] args) {
            Thread thread1 = new Thread(method1); 
            Thread thread2 = new Thread(method2); 
            thread1.Start(); 
            thread2.Start();
        }
    }
}

PS D:\workspace\csharp\HelloWorld> dotnet run
method1
method1
method1
method1
method2



We can observe that Thread2 started right after Thread1, not waiting for Thread1 to complete. Meaning,
Thread1 and Thread2 started running simultaneously.

Conclusion

In this C# Tutorial, we learned what Multithreading is, and how to implement multithreading in C#.
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